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The depot control feature ensures secure issue and distribution of keys and
other items – safely and efficiently. It is worth your while to control access
and safeguard storage, as this minimizes the risk of loss and theft considerably. You can also be sure where your items are at all times without
complex management, and also as an integral element of your Kaba exos
system.
It is good to know that your keys and other important items are protected
against unauthorized access. Mechanical storage can also be enhanced with
online authorization verification. This combination meets the highest
security and organizational demands. You profit from a professional
solution for safe removal and return – fully automatically and
24 hours a day..

Secure storage
Control access
Centralize issue
Ensure traceability

Secure distribution and issue

Control access
With Kaba exos you can control authorization individually
and flexibly. Access to individual items is granted with
normal access rights; each depot can be organized
individually and for specific periods of time. The advantages
of an online system can also be used for mechanically
monitored doors. This also enables immediate locking and
automatic granting of rights for key removal and seamless
traceability. Monitored access means the highest overall
security standard both online and offline.

Ensure traceability
With Kaba exos you control both the present and the past.
All actions performed on the depots are automatically logged
on the central system and can be viewed at any time. Kaba
exos provides seamless information on the location of your
keys and items. This helps you compile documentation with
full traceability and an all-round security concept..
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Centralize issue
With depot control all important items are securely stored
in one place. For example the master key. It is deposited at
a central location and only removed when required. This
means that less keys are required, thereby minimizing the
risk of loss or theft. You profit from more security and at the
same time lower operating costs.

